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Communication is one of the most fundamental skills required by 
contemporary scientists. 

Without appropriate and effective dissemination, even the very best 
research can be overlooked.

Yet, the frenetic world of 24-hour media and fast-paced journalism 
often precludes science in favour of the meaningless sound-bite.

Such are the barriers of communication, that it is extremely difficult 
for scientists to communicate their work beyond their specialist 
conferences and journals. 



For those that break the barriers, the rewards are clear: popularised 
science that catches the imagination of others can create new 
opportunities.

An enthusiastic portrayal of successes can lead to growth in that 
field, as new researchers are attracted to it and new funders 
become keen to exploit the advances.



There are several routes to broader dissemination.

One is simply to expand traditional scientific outputs, inviting 
delegates from broader scientific fields to workshops, or producing 
web pages with “friendlier” interfaces.

However, science writers and journalists rarely attend scientific 
events, and with only a few hours to write their articles, rarely have 
the time to read a broad range of scientific publications.



Today, the media look for easy-to-digest “news stories” – examples 
of successes that have been proven through peer review, and which 
also have a broad impact and interest.

This project exploits the services of an experienced science 
communicator in order to find and publicise such stories, to improve 
the visibility of PASCAL research and researchers.













Relevance of text from analysis of eye movements
Samuel Kaski, Kai Puolamaki, David Hardoon, John Shawe- 
Tayler, etc
(neural networks, SVMs, now PINVIEW project)



Hex-o-Spell: analysis of EEG signals combined with novel Hex 
interface
Benjamin Blankertz, John Williamson, Roderick Murray-Smith, etc.
CSP (common spatial patterns) & LDA (linear discriminant analysis)



Promedas: PRObabilistic MEdical Diagnostic Advisory System
Wim Wiegerinck, Martijn Leisink, Bert Kappen, Jan Neijt
Bayesian inference rules



MoGo: Monte Carlo Go
Remi Munos, Yizao Wang, Pierre-Arnaud Coquelin, Olivier Teytaud, 
Sylvain Gelly, Rémi Coulom, Levente Kocsis, Csaba Szepesvári
Upper Confidence Trees



Things you can do to help:

- always try to make yourself available and be friendly to journalists; 
they have tight deadlines and if they can’t talk to you they’ll give up 
or use someone you might prefer they didn’t.

- provide general information on websites: biographies, summaries 
of research, pointers to important new papers and results.

- learn how to explain your work using everyday language (it often 
makes the concepts crystal clear in your own mind if you can talk 
without any terminology)

- think of a major new result or discovery which has a broad impact 
as a news event and write a press release with the help of your 
university.



Think about how to communicate with a more general audience - it’ll 
benefit you.

It’s nice to talk to peers, but there’s a whole world out there.



Questions?
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